An acoustic investigation of the [ATR] feature effect on vowel-to-vowel coarticulation
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Abstract
We report quantitative measurements of coarticulation of the Advanced Tongue Root (ATR) feature in neighbouring and non-neighbouring vowels. Native speakers of Southern British English produced utterances; we matched pairs that were identical except for a contrast of [+ATR] vs. [−ATR] on one “transmitter” vowel. From recordings, we computed an acoustic representation at the centres of the vowels, measuring the difference in pronunciation associated with the contrast in [ATR] value. We observed a consistent coarticulatory effect two syllables after the transmitter when it was a low vowel (i.e. the /æ/ vs. /ʌ/ and /o/ vs. /ə/ pairs), but little or no effect when the transmitter was a high vowel (i.e. the /i:/ vs. /ɪ/ and /o/ vs. /ʌ/ pairs). Interestingly, we observed more dramatic coarticulation on the next-nearest neighbour than on the vowel following the transmitter.

Index Terms: coarticulation, ATR, articulatory target.

1. Introduction
Phonological theory holds that words are constructed out of distinctive features and presumably [1] that these features have observable roles in speech production and perception. We test this connection in the context of speech production by searching for consistent articulatory and coarticulatory effects of those features. This study reports on the Advanced Tongue Root (ATR) feature. The [ATR] feature contrasts tense (+) and lax (−) vowels; it has been proposed as a phonological feature by [6] but its existence in English has been challenged by [7]. If [ATR] is a valid feature, it should also have a straightforward association with certain acoustic changes.

Coarticulation can provide a test of feature-hood. In the standard “feature spreading” view, common in the phonological literature, features are either specified or not (c.f. [2]) and the effects of specified features spread out across unspecified regions [26]. However, feature spreading terminates where a feature is specified, so if [ATR] is a feature, there should be no phonological effects on the far side of a vowel that specifies [ATR]. As a result, phonological coarticulation of [ATR] should be blocked by any vowel that specifies the contrary value of [ATR]. We work within three-syllable regions of a three- or four-syllable utterance, looking at forward-propagating “carry-over” coarticulation.

Phonetic coarticulation models typically describe speech in terms of articulatory gestures or targets. Coarticulation is then described in terms of overlap of two gestures [25], as a result of inertial or mechanical limitations of the articulators [16], or a planning process to reach phonologically specified soft targets [15, 17].

In this study we investigated the local and coarticulatory acoustic correlates of the [ATR] feature. We conducted a systematic survey of the strength of [ATR]-driven vowel-to-vowel coarticulation for both adjacent and across-vowel cases using speech samples that differ only in the [ATR] feature. By keeping all other phonemes the same, any effect we observe on subsequent vowels can be attributed to the [ATR] feature. Furthermore, if there is an articulatory target related to the [ATR] feature, the corresponding acoustic properties should display relatively little variability across different environments and the coarticulatory effects should be fairly consistent.

While much past research on vowel-to-vowel coarticulation focused on nearest-neighbour effects [15, 4, 18, 19], non-nearest-neighbour coarticulation has also received a lot of attention [10, 11, 3, 14, 9, 5, 8], with most studies concluding that there is a non-nearest-neighbour vowel-to-vowel coarticulatory effect which is attenuated by intervening phonemes that strongly specify a target. Our study aims to investigate the existence of coarticulatory effects over a variety of intervening phones and using a large number of subjects in order to reduce the effect of inter-subject variability. Our study differs from most coarticulation experiments in that it searches for the coarticulatory effect of a minimal contrast between vowels that differ only in one feature.

2. Experimental Methods
Twenty-seven speakers (fifteen male and twelve female) took part in the experiment. All subjects were native speakers of Southern British English, aged 19–34, and all were students or members of staff of Oxford University. They were seated in a noise-insulated room and were asked to read out phrases which appeared on a computer screen. The signal was recorded with a noise-cancelling microphone and was digitized at 16 bit precision with a 44.1 kHz sampling rate. In an initial task, subjects read out fifty long, phonetically rich sentences which were used for another experiment. For the present experiment, each subject read out an average of 456 sentences, randomly taken from a pool of 408 sentences and presented in random order. (Four percent of the sentences were randomly chosen to be read four times.) A total of 12760 sentences were recorded but this paper analyses only the replicated ones.

2.1. Speech Material
The text consisted of (CV)CV’CV’CV’dC(VC) tri- and tetra-syllabic utterances. All the utterances were English phrases, mostly noun phrases, chosen to be the tail of a plausible English sentence. In the utterances, V’ (the “resistor” vowel) was chosen from the set of /æ/, /ʌ/, /ɔ/, /ð/, /o/, /ɔ/, /ɔ/, /ʊ/ and /ʌ/ and V’’ (the “detector” vowel) was always a /æ/. V’ is
the “transmitter” vowel; each sentence was paired with another sentence which was identical except for the [±ATR] feature of \( V^{t} \). The vowel pairs tested were /i:/ vs. /i/ (e.g. “beach hunter” vs. “bitch hunter”), /a:/ vs. /a/ (“it harms operas” vs. “it harms operas”), /õ/ vs. /õ/ (“they stock lemur” vs. “they stalk lemur”) and /o/ vs. /o/ (e.g. “pull to the thing” vs. “pool to the thing”). The combinations of phonemes before and after \( V^{t} \) define the different “contexts” within which the phoneme under investigation is studied. The set of contexts was chosen to cover a wide variety of features. A total of 53 contexts were used for the /a:/ vs. /a/ pair, 33 for the /õ/ vs. /õ/ pair, 48 for the /õ/ vs. /õ/ pair and 224 for the /i:/ vs. /i/ pair. Speech samples were segmented using the HTK Speech Recognition toolkit [22] based on a transcription derived from UNISYN [12, 24].

3. Analysis

3.1. Acoustic Description Vector

The computation of the acoustic description vectors follows [20] closely; it represents the sounds within 45 ms of the vowel’s midpoint. Most of the vector is computed from a “perceptual spectrum” [21], which is a power spectrum, collected in 0.7 erb-wide bins, then raised to the 1/3 power to approximate the perceived specific loudness of a sound. The vector contains these specific loudnesses averaged over a 60 ms window, edge detectors that respond to changes in the spectral power on a 45 ms time scale, and a spectral entropy measure. It also contains two components not derived from the specific loudnesses: a voicing estimator and a measure of dissonance. The dissonance measure follows [13] and corresponds to the summed modulation of the cochlear vibration from 7 Hz up to the effective bandwidth of the cochlea at each point.

We used these acoustic description vectors to train a classifier to distinguish between sounds that are phonologically the same vs. different. Specifically, it was given differences between pairs of acoustic description vectors and trained to distinguish between two classes: those that were obtained from equivalent points in phrases spoken from the same text, and those pairs that were not from equivalent points.

Then, we took a step beyond [20]. We converted the classifier that was developed there into an approximate, acoustically-based measurement of phonological distance. This was done by recognising that its Equation 2 is equivalent to a simple, unweighted Euclidean distance in a different coordinate system, one defined by

\[
\tilde{a} \cdot \tilde{a}^T = \tilde{a}M\tilde{a}^T,
\]

where \( \tilde{a} \) is defined in [20] and describes the classifier, \( \tilde{a} \) is an acoustic description vector, and \( \tilde{a} \) is the corresponding vector in the new coordinate system. Explicitly, \( \tilde{a} = \tilde{a}P\bar{D}^{1/2} \), where \( P\bar{D}P^{T} = \tilde{a} \) is the eigenvalue decomposition of \( \tilde{a} \). We can safely drop small eigenvalues to obtain a new 16-dimensional coordinate system which has the useful property that Euclidean distances in it are a good approximation to phonological distance. This means that all components are equally important and correlations have been removed. Using these vectors, the classifier can correctly distinguish pairs of phonologically identical sounds from pairs chosen from nonequivalent positions for every context onto a plane using Principal Component Analysis [23] by taking the two largest principal components. We calculated this for the 4 pairs of [+ATR] and [−ATR] vowels. The extent of overlap of the two clouds of data points reflects the degree of spectral similarity of the two vowels i.e. the less overlap there is, the more likely they are to have clearly defined articulatory targets. The number of points in each one of the four plots equals the number of contexts included in the experiment for each pair.

We also measured the distance between [+ATR] and [−ATR] contexts for the transmitter, detector and resistor vowels. 82% of the time. Here, we used differences between these transformed acoustic description vectors.

3.2. Measuring the effect of [±ATR]

In order to investigate the effect of the [±ATR] feature we calculated the difference vectors between the average acoustic description vectors for the transmitter (\( V^{t} \)), resistor (\( V^{r} \)) and detector (\( V^{d} \)) vowels, subtracting vectors from identical contexts and varying \( V^{t} \) by [±ATR]. If an articulatory target exists for the [ATR] feature then its coarticulatory effect should be consistent, i.e. the difference vectors for the resistor and detector vowels should display relatively little variability. In other words, the difference vectors should be pointing in approximately the same direction and should be of similar length. Figure 1 helps visualise this. In it, we project the average acoustic description

![Figure 1: Acoustic description vectors of the transmitter vowels in four [±ATR] pairs. The figure shows plots of the first two principal components of the acoustic description vectors averaged over each context. There are 224 contexts for the /i/ vs. /i/ pair, 48 for the /õ/ vs. /õ/ pair, 53 for the /õ/ vs. /õ/ pair and 53 for the /i/ vs. /i/ pair. Circles denote the [−ATR] average vectors and crosses the [+ATR] average vectors. We can observe that there is a higher degree of overlap for the /i/ vs. /i/ and /õ/ vs. /õ/ than for the other two, indicating that the two vowels are spectrally more similar compared to the /õ/ vs. /õ/ and /i/ vs. /i/ which are spectrally more distinct.](attachment:image.png)
els, by computing the length (norm) of the difference vectors. This distance allows us to measure of the size of coarticulation relative to variation or the direct articulatory effect of changing [ATR]. Measurements for the transmitter vowel provide a baseline against which to interpret the angle and distance measurements for the other two.

Figure 2 illustrates how the angles between the difference vectors are calculated, showing data from the /ʊ/ vs. /ʌ/ pair. For every context the difference vectors are calculated between the transmitter, detector and resistor vowels (where the transmitter is the [±ATR] pair). After all the three difference vectors are calculated for every different context the angles between them (for different contexts) are computed in order to see if they have a consistent direction. If the angles between the vectors are small, the direction is consistent; it corresponds to the [±ATR] contexts forming a cluster that is well separated from the [-ATR] contexts.

### 4. Results

Figure 3 shows the means of the angles between the difference vectors for the transmitter, resistor and detector vowels.

If the angle is near $\pi/2$ rad, the (co-)articulatory effect caused by [±ATR] is much smaller than variation; if the angle is near zero, the (co-)articulatory effect is consistent and much larger than the variation. We can see that the low vowel pairs /ʊ/ vs. /ʌ/ and /a:/ vs. /a:/ show a clear coarticular effect whereas the high vowel pairs /ʊ/ vs. /ʌ/ and /a:/ vs. /i:/ show a smaller effect. Table 1 shows the distance values of the different vectors. As expected, the distances between the transmitter vowels are much greater than the distances between the detector and resistor vowels (which are the same vowels). Furthermore, there is some consistency in the size of the coarticulatory effect between the different pairs.

### 5. Conclusion

We conducted an experiment in order to investigate the strength of the [ATR] feature on vowel-to-vowel forward coarticulation using 27 speakers of Southern British English. We found, first, that our Southern British English speakers make strong [ATR] distinctions on the low vowels. The distinctions were weaker and less reliable on high vowels. Similarly, across many different contexts, [ATR] will coarticulate across a vowel and modify a following schwa. This is a strong effect when the [±ATR] difference causing the coarticulation is on a low vowel, but it causes little or no coarticulation when a high vowel.

We note that the difference in coarticulation cannot easily be accounted for by invoking a nonlinear articulatory to acoustic mapping, because the high/low difference is on the vowel causing the coarticulation, not on the schwa where we measure it. The schwa’s acoustic properties (and thus presumably its articulatory position) are fairly stable and not strongly affected by whether the transmitter vowel is high or low. Thus, the schwa’s articulatory to acoustic mapping should always be fairly stable and the magnitude of the acoustic effect should directly relate to the articulatory effect.

Table 1: Table of distances between average acoustic description vectors for different contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmitter pair</th>
<th>Detector distance</th>
<th>Transmitter distance</th>
<th>Resistor distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ʊ/ vs. /ʌ/</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/iː/ and /uː/</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/iː/ vs. /i:/</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a:/ and /a:/</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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feature. Finally, unexpectedly, we observed stronger coarticulation across a “resistor” vowel onto a schwa than we observed on the resistor vowel itself. We are not aware of any theoretical models that provide a natural explanation for this effect. Mechanical, dynamical systems models generally predict coarticulatory effects that decrease with distance, and phonological feature spreading would presumably be blocked by the resistor vowel.
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